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International Journal of Sport Communication, 10, no. 1 (March 2017)
http://journals.humankinetics.com/toc/ijsc/10/1

- The Retweet as a Function of Electronic Word-of-Mouth Market Study of Athlete Endorsement Activity on Twitter, by B. Colin Cork and Terry Eddy, 1-16
- Interview with John Archibald, Vice President of Communications at Sky Blue Football Club, National Women’s Soccer League, by J. C. Kim and Paddy Seitz, 34-40
- Race and the Deep Ball: Applying Stereotypes to NFL Quarterbacks, by Patrick Ferrucci and Edson C. Tandoc, 41-57
- Mellowing Skeptical Consumers: An Examination of Sponsorship-Linked Advertising, by Sarah Kelly, Len Coote, T. Bettina Cornwell and Anna McAlister, 58-84
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- In the Game or in the Stands: A Top-Down and Bottom-Up Approach to the Processing and Experience of Sport Communication, by Justin Robert Keene, Colin Berke and Brandon H. Nutting, 85-104
- Labor’s Denial: A Case Study of How Labor Used the Media and Public Relations to Block the First NBA–ABA Merger Attempt, by William B. Anderson, 105-123

International Journal of Sport Communication, 10, no. 2 (June 2017)
http://journals.humankinetics.com/toc/ijsc/current

- The Third Time is a Charm: News Media, Policy Dynamics and the Designer Anabolic Steroid Control Act, By Bryan E. Denham
- Twitter Power and Sport Loyalty: The Moderating Effects of Twitter, by Sukjoon Yoon, James F. Petrick and Sheila J. Backman
- Objectification in SportMedia: Influences on a Future Women’s Sporting Event, by Lindsay Darvan and Michael Sagas
- This is how we do it: A Qualitative Approach to National Sport Organizations’ Social-media Implementation, by Michael L. Naraine and Milena M. Parent
- A Communication Approach to Sport Socialization: The Function of Memorable Messages in Division-I Student-Athletes’ Socialization, by Gregory Cranmer
- Disabling Prejudice: A Case study of Images of Paralympic Athletes and Attitudes towards People with Disabilities, by David Welch Suggs Jr and Jason Lee Guthrie

International Journal of the History of Sport, 33, no. 12 (2016)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/33/12

Special issue: Olympics in Conflict: From the Games of the New Emerging Forces to the Rio Olympics

- Introduction, by Lu Zhouxiang and Fan Hong, 1303-1303
- Independent Olympic athletes and the Legitimacy of the International Olympic Committee in Resolving International Conflicts, by Tiago Del Tedesco Guioti, Maura Cardosa Simoes and Eliana de Toledo, 1304-1320
- The Legacy of the Games of the New Emerging Forces and Indonesia’s Relationship with the International Olympic Committee, by Friederike Troiter, 1321-1340
- Sport in Singapore (1945-48): From Rehabilitation to Olympic Status, Nick Alpin, 1361-1379
- Olympics, Media and Politics: the First Olympic Ideas in Brazilian Society During the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries, by Fabio de Faria Peres, victor Andrade de Mejo and Jorge Knijnik, 1380-1394
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2017

- A Game for the Global North: The 2018 Winter Olympic Games in Pyeongchang and South Korean Cultural Politics, by Jung Woo Lee, 1411-1426
- Xi Jin-Ping’s World Cup Dreams: From a Major Sports Country to a World Sports Power, by Tien-Chin Tan, Hsien-Che Huang, Alan Bairner & Yu-Wen Chen, 1449-1465

www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/33/10
Special Issue: Women and Sport
- Introduction, by Susan Bandy, 1467-1469
- Women’s Sport as a Symbol of Modernity: A Case Study in Turkey, by Gertrud Pfister, 1470-1482
- A Female Medallist at the 1928 Olympic Art Competitions: the Sculptress Rene Sintenis, by Natalie Camps Y Wilant, 1483-1499
- ‘Physical Education’s First Lady of the World’: Dorothy Sears Ainsworth and the International Association of Physical Education and Sport for Women and Girls, by Patricia Vertinsky and Bieke Gils, 1500-1516
- ‘Discipline your Ladies…so They Become Independent’: A Discourse on the Beginnings of Women’s Skiing in the Black Forest, Germany, by Annette R. Hofmann and Vera Martinelli, 1517-1531
- ‘What on Earth are they Doing in a Racing Car?’: Toward an Understanding of Women in Motor Sport, by Jordan J. K. Matthews and Elisabeth C. J. Pike, 1532-1550
- ‘You had to Cover Nadia Comenici’: ‘Points of Coverage’ in Coverage of Women’s Sports, by Dunja Antunovic, 1551-1573

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/33/14
Special Issue: Coming from the Past, Working in the Present
- Introduction, by Annette R. Hofmann, 1575-1576
- The Intersections of Sport History and Sport Literature, by Susan Bandy, 1577-1591
- Self-Improvement In and Through Sports: Cultural-historical Perspectives, by Rudolf Mullner, 1592-1605
- Eastward Transmission of Western Learning and the Evolution of Modern sports in Shanghai, 1843-1949, 1606-1625
- Physical Fitness, the Military and the University: The Case of Wilhelm Paulcke, 18802-1930s, by Swantje Scharenberg, Kurt Moser and Klaus Nippert, 1626-1639
- Recovery from the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923 through Sports Events in Tokyo, Japan, by Tara Obayashi and Hisashi Sanada, 1640-1651
- From Being Excluded to becoming World Champions: Female Football coaches in Germany, by Annette R. Hofmann and Silke Sinning, 1652-1658
Towards a Pre-history of Disability Sport in Victoria, Australia, by Matthew Klugman and Rob Hess, 1669-1681

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/9/1?nav=tocList

The Social Benefits of Informal and Lifestyle Sports: A Research Agenda, by Paul Gilchrist and Belinda Wheaton, 1-10

Skateboarding, Community and Urban Politics: Shifting Practices and Challenges, by Becky Beal, Matthew Atencio, e. Missey Wright and ZaNean McClain, 11-23

‘We are Rolling and Vaulting Tonight’: Sports Programmes, Urban Regeneration and the Politics of Parkour in Turin, Italy, by Nicola De Martini Ugoletti, 25-40

Engagement and Influence in Local Policy Decisions: An Examination of the Enabling Factors in the Negotiations of a Youth Skateboarding Community, by F. McCormack and B. Clayton, 41-54

Risk and Benefit in Lifestyle Sports: Parkour, Law and Social Value, by Paul Gilchrist and Guy Osborn, 55-69


Governing Bodies or Managing Freedom? Subcultural Struggles, National Sport Systems, and the Glocalised Institutionisation of Parkour, by Davide Sterchele and Raffaella Ferrero Camoletto, 89-105

Lifestyle Sports Delivery and Sustainability: Clubs, Communities and User-Managers, by Katherine King and Andrew Church, 107-119

Contested States and the Politics of Sport: the Case of Kosovo-Division, Development and Recognition, by Richard Giullianati, Holly Collison, Simon Darnell and David Howe, 121-136

Lone-wolf Match-fixing: Global Policy Considerations, by John T. Holden and Ryan Rodenberg, 137-151


Sport Policy in Cameroon, by Joanne Clarke and John Sunday Ojo, 189-200

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/9/2?nav=tocList

State Strategies for Leveraging Sports Mega-Events: Unpacking the Concept of Legacy, by Jonathan Grix, Paul Michael Brannagan, Hannah Wood and Ceri Wynne, 203-218
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- Managing the Mega-Event Habit: Canada as Serial User, by David R. Black, 219-235
- Creating Sports Participation from sports Events: Making it Happen, by Laurence Chalip, B. Christine Green, Marijke Taks and Laura Misener, 257-276
- Rio 2016 Olympic Games and Diplomatic Legacies, by Claudio M. Rocha, 277-294
- State Rationale, Leveraging Strategies and Legacies: Rugby World Cup 2011, by Geoff Dickson, 295-310
- A Window into India’s Development Story-the 2010 Commonwealth Games, by Mitu Sengupta, 331-348

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 52, no. 2 (March 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/52/2
- Cross-cultural comparisons of religion as “character”: Football and soccer in the United States and Germany, by Michael Butterworth and Karsten Senkbeil, 129-145
- New approaches for studies of Muslim women and sport, by Kim Toffoletti and Catherine Palmer, 146-163
- Israel and a sports boycott: Antisemitic? Anti-Zionist? by Jon Dart, 164-188
- When the private sphere hides from the public sphere: The power struggle between Israeli national identity and football fandom by Ilan Tamir and Yair Galily, 189-208
- ‘We’re, like, a cute rugby team’: How whiteness and heterosexuality shape women’s sense of belonging in rugby by Anima Adjepong, 209-222
- ‘People have a knack of making you feel excluded if they catch on to your difference’: Transgender experiences of exclusion in sport by Owen DW Hargie, David H. Mitchell and Ian JA Somerville, 223-239
- Competitive sports participation in high school and subsequent substance use in young adulthood: Assessing differences based on level of contact by Phillip Velez, John Schulenberg, Megan Patrick, Deborah Kloska, Sean Esteban McCabe and Nicole Zarrett, 240-259

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 52, no. 3 (May 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/52/3
- From goalscorer to politician: The case of Romário and football politics in Brazil by Mark Doidge, Barbara Schausteck de Almeida, 263-278
• Chasing a Tiger in a network society? Hull City’s proposed name change in the pursuit of China and East Asia’s new middle class consumers by John William Hayton, Peter Millward and Renen Petersen-Wagner, 279-298
• Sport and communities in Luxembourg: The influence and role of sportive women in a small metropolis by Christian Lamour and Laureen Vanni, 299-313
• Transnationalism, return visits and identity negotiation: South Korean-New Zealanders and the Korean national sports festival, by Ik Young Chang, Michael P. Sam and Steven J. Jackson, 314-335
• ‘Friends as enemies’: A sociological analysis of the relationship among touring professional golfers, by John Fry and Daniel Bloyce, 336-360
• CrossFit: Fitness cult or reinventive institution?, by Marcelle C. Dawson, 361-379

**International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 52, no. 4 (June 2017)***
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/52/4
• Who bets on sports? Some further empirical evidence using German data, by Freya Gassmann, Eike Emrich and Christian Pierdzieoch, 391-410
• The intersection of race, religion and homophobia in British football, by Rory Magrath, 411-429
• Double-trouble: Negotiating gender and sexuality in post-colonial women’s rugby in Fiji, by Yoko Kanemasu and Gyozo Molnar, 430-446
• Developing young athletes: The role of private sport schools in the Norwegian sport system, by Elsa Kristiansen and Barrie Houlihan, 447-469
• The gap between formalised children’s rights and children’s real lives in sport, by Inger Eliasson, 470-496
• The corporal dimension of sports-based interventions: Understanding the role of embedded expectations and embodied knowledge in sport policy implementation, by Josef Fahlen, 495-517

**Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, 44, no. 2 (2017)***
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjps20/44/2?nav=tocList
• Why Olympia Matters for Modern Sport, by Heather Reid, 159-173
• Toward Sport Reform: Hegemonic Masculinity and Reconceptualizing Competition, by Colleen English, 183-198
• Searle, Merleau-Ponty, Rizzolatti—Three Perspectives on Intentionality and Action in Sport, by Gunnar Breivik, 199-212
• Endless Summer: What kinds of Games will Suits’ Utopians Play?, by Christopher C. Yorke, 213-228
• Transgender Women in Sport, by Andria Bianchi, 229-242
• A moral Basis for Prohibiting Performance Enhancing Drug Use in Competitive Sport, by Sean McKeever, 243-257
• On the Alleged Intrinsic Immorality of Mixed Martial Arts, by Steven Weimer, 258-275

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/88/4
• Physical Activity into Socialization: a Movement Based Social Skills Program for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder, by Jihyun Lee and Kristina K. Vargo, 7-13
• No Need for Training Wheels: Ideas for Including Balance Bikes in Elementary Physical Education, by Andrew Becker and Seth E. Jenny, 14-21
• Creating a Healthy School Community? Consider Critical Elements of educational Change, by Douglas L. Gleddie and Daniel B. Robinson, 22-25
• PE in Pictures: Using Photovoice to Promote Middle Scholl Students’ Reflections on Physical activity during Free Time, by Sheri Treadwell and Neva Taylor, 26-33
• Structured Recess: Finding a Way to Make it Work, by Dena Scudieri and Susan Schwager, 34-39
• Motivations for Pursuing a Career in Physical Education: The Rise of a Fitness Orientation, by K. Andrew R. Richards and Sookhenlall Padaruth, 40-46
• When Tricks are not Treats, by John Miller, Hilary Plybon and Song Hwa Choi, 47-49
• Applying the TPSR Model in Middle School Physical Education, by Bijen Filiz, 50-52
• Does Music Affect Physical Activity Rates of Junior High School Physical Education Students?, by Brittany Horvath, 53-53
• There have been ongoing Concerns Expresed about the Dangers of Long-term Exposure to Head Trauma in Football and Other Sports., 54-56

Journal of Sports Economics, 18, no. 3 (April 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/18/3
• A Discrete-Choice Model of a College Football Recruit’s Program Selection Decision, by McDonald Paul Mirabile and Mark David Witte, 211-238
• The Effect of Marquee Players on Sports Demand: The Case of U.S. Major League Soccer, by R. Todd Jewell, 239-252
• A Formal Test for Asymmetry in the Uncertainty of Outcome Hypothesis, by Liam J. A. Lenten, 253-270
• Comment on Driskill and Vrooman: “It’s Not over ‘Til the Fat Lady Sings: Game-Theoretic Analysis of Sports Leagues” Paul Madden, 271-281
• The Sunk-Cost Fallacy in the National Football League: Salary Cap Value and Playing Time, by Quinn A. W. Keefer, 282-297
• The Uncertainty-of-Outcome Hypothesis and the Industrial Organization of Sports Leagues: Evidence From U.S. College Football, by E. Woodrow Eckard, 298-317

Journal of Sports Economics, 18, no. 4 (May 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/18/4
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Do Fans Care About Compliance to Doping Regulations in Sports? The Impact of PED Suspension in Baseball, by Jeffrey Cisyk and Pascal Courty, 323-350

Consumer Demand for Telecasts of Tennis Matches in Germany, by Mara Conjer, Henk Erik Meier and Katrin Wedeking, 351-375

Recruiting and Success in College Football Athletics, by Trey Dronyk-Troper and Brandli-Stitzl, 376-387

Team Travel Effects and the College Football Betting Market, by B. Jay Coleman, 388-425

Journal of Sports Economics, 18, no. 5 (June 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/18/5

Assortative Matching Using Soccer Data; Evidence of Mobility Bias, by Bastien Drut and Richard Duhautois, 431-447

Performance Evaluation in the UEFA Champions League, by Fabiola Zambom-Ferraresi, Lucia Isabel-Garcia-Cebrian, Fernando Lera-Lopez and Belen Iraizoz, 448-470

Time Zones, Game Start Times, and Team Performance, by Andrew N. Nutting and Joseph Price, 471-478

The Fans’ Perception of Competitive Balance and Its Impact on Willingness-to-Pay for a Single Game, by Georgios Nalbantis, Tim Pawlawski and Dennis Coates, 479-505

An Old Boys Club No More: Pluralism in Participation and Performance at the Olympic Games, by Marcus Noland and Kevin Stahler, 506-536

Physical Culture and Sport, 73, no. 1 (March 2017)

Portoan Ultra Group Members’ Social Representation of Lisbon and Sport Lisboa and Benfica and Its Influence on the Discourses and Practices of the Portoan Ultra Groups and Their Members, by Daniel Seabra, 5-14

Psychological and Anthropometric Characteristics of a Hungarian Elite Football Academy’s Players, by István Csáki, Ferenc Puskás, Zsolt Szakály, Szechenyi István, Barbara Fózer-Selmec, Selmeci, Zoltán Kiss and József Bognár, 15-27


The Commonwealth Games as an Example of Bringing States Closer Through Sport, by Michał Marcin, 36-43

Authenticity in the Perspective of Sport Tourism: Some Selected Example, by Emanuel Hurych, 44-53

Aleatorism and Sporting Performance, by Jerzy Kosiewicz, 54-61

Gyöngyi Szabó Földesi as Scientist and University Teacher in Hungarian and International Perspective, by Gyöngyi Szabó Földesi and Jerzy Kosiewicz,

Soccer and Society, Vol. 18, no. 2-3 (2017)
Special Issue: The State of the Field: Ideologies, Identities and Initiatives

- Ideologies, identities and initiatives: ‘The State of the Field’ – an introduction, by David Kilpatrick, 163-165
- Does soccer explain the world or does the world explain soccer? Soccer and globalization, by Scott Waalkes, 166-180
- The aesthetic and ecstatic dimensions of soccer: towards a philosophy of soccer, by Yunus Tuncel, 181-187
- Three soccer discourses, by Tamir Bar-On, 188-203
- Civic integration or ethnic segregation? Models of ethnic and civic nationalism in club football/soccer, by Glen M.E. Duerr, 204-217
- The 1883 F.A. Cup Final: working class representation, professionalism and the development of modern football in England, by James R. Holzmeister, 218-229
- The British isolation from world football in the middle decades of the twentieth century – a myth?, Paul Wheeler, 230-244
- ‘To Cross the Skager Rack’. Discourses, images, and tourism in early ‘European’ football: Scotland, the United Kingdom, Denmark, and Scandinavia, 1898–1914, by Matthew L. McDowell, 245-269
- Soccer clubs and civic associations in the political world of Buenos Aires prior to 1943, by Joel Horowitz, 270-285
- The history of the Zenit Soccer Club as a case study in Soviet Football Teams, by Karina Ovsepyan, 286-295
- Can Hong Kong Chinese football players represent their ‘Fatherland’? The Cold War, FIFA and the 1966 Asian Games, by Chun Wing Lee, 296-310
- Devolution of Les Bleus as a symbol of a multicultural French future, by Lindsay Sarah Krasnoff, 311-319
- Cooper’s Block: America’s first soccer neighbourhood, by Thomas A. McCabe, 320-329
- Rethinking ‘ethnic’ soccer: the National Junior Challenge Cup and the transformation of American soccer’s identity (1935–1976), by Kevin Tallec Marston, 330-347
- Soccer, politics and the American public: still ‘exceptional’?, by Christian Collet, 347-367
- Transforming soccer to achieve solidarity: ‘Golombiao’ in Colombia, by Ricardo Duarte Bajaña, 368-373
- Innovation in soccer clubs – the case of Sweden, by Magnus Forslund, 374-395
- Sustainability initiatives in professional soccer, by Taiyo Francis, Joanne Norris & Robert Brinkmann, 396-406
- Teaching history and political economy through soccer, by Nigel Boyle, 407-417
- Soccer changes lives: from learned helplessness to self-directed learners, by Judith Gates & Brian Suskiewicz, 418-430
• Emotions’ management within the Real Madrid football club business model, by Jesus Rodriguez-Pomeda, Fernando Casani & Maria del Mar Alonso-Almeida, 431-444
• Football: spectacularly insignificant or unspectacularly significant?, by Chris Stone, 445-461
• The impact of the supporters’ trust movement on women’s feelings and practices of their football fandom, by Carrie Dunn, 462-475
• Off-field spectacle: Polish contemporary art and the national game (1921–2012), by Przemysław Strożek, 476-496
• ‘Glocal’ processes in peripheral football countries: a figural sociological comparison of Finland and Hungary, by Mihaly Szerovay, Hannu Itkonen & Hanna Vehmas, 497-515
• Economic, population and political determinants of the 2014 World Cup match results, by Gregory T. Papanikos, 516-532
• Identity construction in professional football: the case of Brøndby IF, by Rasmus Nissen, 533-553
• International football tournaments, emotional entrainment and the reproduction of symbolic boundaries. A case study in Germany, by Sven Ismer, Manuela Beyer, Carolina Solms-Baruth & Christian von Scheve, 554-574
• International football tournaments, emotional entrainment and the reproduction of symbolic boundaries. A case study in Germany, by Sven Ismer, Manuela Beyer, Carolina Solms-Baruth & Christian von Scheve, 575-590

**Sociology of Sport Journal, 34, no. 1 (March 2017)**

http://journals.humankinetics.com/toc/ssi/current

• “We Cannot Stand Idly By”: A Necessary Call for a Public Sociology of Sport by Cheryl Cook, 1-11
• Skateboarding in Dude Space: The Roles of Space and Sport in Constructing Gender Among Adult Skateboarders, by John N. Carr, 25-34
• “What it Means to be a ‘Lady’”: Defending the “Lady Vols” Nickname and Logo, by http://journals.humankinetics.com/author/Dzikus%2CLars Allison B. Smith and Jonathan Evans, 35-45
• The Thin Line Between Masculinity and Skate: Primetime Narratives of Male Figure Skaters on the CBC and NBC 2014 Winter Olympic Broadcasts, by Paul J. MacArthur, James R. Angelini, Andrew C. Billings and Lauren R. Smith, 46-58
• Not So Black and White: A Multi-Divisional Exploratory Analysis of Male Student-Athletes’ Experiences at National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Institutions, by Joseph N. Cooper, Tiffany J. Davis and Shaun Dougherty, 59-7

**Sport, Education and Society, 22, no. 4 (2017)**
Imploding the boundaries of transformative/critical pedagogy and research in physical education and sport pedagogy: looking inward for (self-)consciousness/knowledge and transformation, by Juan-Miguel Fernández-Balboa, 426-441

Girls’ bodily activities in physical education How current fitness and sport discourses influence girls’ identity construction, by Kristin Walseth, Iselin Aartun and Gunn Engelsrud, 442-459

Towards a more equitable and inclusive learning environment in Sport Education: results of an action research-based intervention, by Cláudio Farias, Peter Andrew Hastie & Isabel Mesquita, , 460-476

Bodily knowledge beyond motor skills and physical fitness: a phenomenological description of knowledge formation in physical training, by Jaana Parviainen and Johanna Aromaa, 477-492

Exploring an activist approach of working with boys from socially vulnerable backgrounds in a sport context, by Carla Luguetti, Kimberly L. Oliver, David Kirk and Luiz Dantas, 493-510

Knowledge, nutrition and coaching pedagogy: a perspective from female Brazilian Olympic gymnasts, by Carly Stewart, Laurita Marconi Schiavon and Maria Luisa Bellotto, 511-527

Elite cricket coach education: a Bourdieusian analysis, by Robert C. Townsend and Christopher Cushion, 528-546

Body, environment and adventure: experience and spatiality, by Ana Zimmermann & Soraia Saura, 155-168

Olympism as Opera Operans: An Existential Philosophical Perspective, by Dmitrii Konstantinov, 169-177

A discussion of Kretchmar’s elements of competition, by Richard Royce, 178-191

On some philosophical foundations of the disappointing performances of the African soccer teams in world competitions, by Tamba Nlandu, 192-206

Evaluating Violent Conduct in Sport: A Hierarchy of Vice, by Paul Davis & Emily Ryall, 207-218

Compensated sex-integrated individual competitions in ski jumping: a response to Hämäläinen, by Arvi Pakaslaht, 219-223

Paralympics and the Fabrication of ‘Freak Shows’: On Aesthetics and Abjection in Sport, by Kutte Jönsson, 224-237

Understanding Sports Violence: Revisting Foundational Explorations, by Christopher
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Matthews and Alex Channon, 751-767
• Sport, Physical Activity and Educational Achievement-Towards an Explanatory Model, by Richard Bailey, 768-788
• Football, sport and the Development of Young People’s Life Skills, by Edward Cope, Richard Bailey, Daniel Parnell and Adam Nicholls, 789-801
• Determinants of Athlete’s Moral competence: The Role of Demographic Characteristics and Sports-related Perceptions, by Katerina Mouratidou, 802-815
• Fighting Oneself: The Embodied Subject and films about Sport, by Diana Young, 816-822
• Inclusive Sport or Institutional Discrimination? New FIFA Regulations, Organized Football and Migrant Youth in Italy, by Max Mauro, 823-847
• Alcohol Sponsorship and Its Impact on Sports’ Participants Consumption, by Sarah Kelly, Michael Ireland, and John Mangan, 848-860
• Escalation vs Non-Escalation of Fan Violence in Football? Narratives from Ultra Fans, Police Officers and Security Employees, by Alain Brechbuhl, Annemarie Schumacher, Olivier N. Schmid and Roland Seiler, 861-879
• Politicians’ Perspective on the Community-related impacts of Major Sports Events-a Case Study for Innsbruck-Tyrol, by Martin Schnitzer, Sabrina Scheiber, Elmar Kornexl and Erich Thoni, 880-904
• Rethinking Sport for Development and Peace: the Capability Approach, by Per G. Svensson and Jeffrey Levine, 905-923
• #WEARETRAYVON MARTIN: the Racially Packaged NBA Commodity and the Fatal Shooting of Trayvon Martin, by Sean Dunne, 924-937
• Linking Corporate Social Responsibility in sport with Community Development: an Added Source of Community Value, by Sylvia Trendafiova, Vassilios Ziakas and Emily Sparvero, 938-956
• Representation of Bodies with and without Disabilities in Secondary School Physical Education Textbooks, by Borja Vidal-Albelda and Vladimir E. Martinez-Bello, 957-968
• Sporting Shades of Green: a Comparative Analysis of Sponsored National Mythmaking in Irish Rugby and Soccer, by Neil O’Boyle and Colm Kearns, 969-986
• Conversation with Michael Clarke on My Story, by Boria Majumbar, 987-988

Sport in Society, 20, no. 8 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fcss20/20/8?nav=tocList
Special Issue: Extraordinary Sportswomen
• Introduction, by Susanna Hedenborg and Gertrud Pfister, 995-997
• The Shady Past of Female Boxers-What Case Studies in the USA Reveal, by Gertrud Pfiter and Gerald Gems, 998-1012
• Christl Cranz, Germany’s Ski Icon of the 1930s: The Nazis’ Image of the Ideal German Woman?, by Annette R. Hofmann, 1013-1029
• Lis Hartel-an Extraordinary Equestrian, by Susanna Hedenborg, 1030-1046
• Ewy Rosqvist, Rally Queen: Gender, Identity and Car Racing at the Beginning of the 1960s, by Helena Tolvhed, 1047-1058
• Wanda Rutkiewicz-Crossing Boundaries in Women’s Mountaineering, by Martina
Gugglberger, 1059-1076

- ‘It’s Not how you Look; It’s What you do.’ Western Canadian Barrel Racers, Rodeo Legitimacy and Femininity, by Desirea Weninger and Christine Dallaire, 1077-1091